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What is most difficult with any discussion
on music is that it cannot be objectively deter-
mined whether or not the music in question is a
matter of beauty. In this paper, by introducing
Wittgenstein’s idea of the fllanguage game«, the
author proposes a theoretical model for recog-
nition of various kinds of music,  moving from
the cultural areas where beauty is not known in
connection with music, through those where
beauty is intrinsic to it. According to the
Witgenstein, what supports personal feeling and
experience is not the interior of experience, but
the behavior that forms these two. Wittgenstein
called this behavior the fllanguage game«. There-
fore, the beauty of music, whose experience can-
not possibly be certified, should be recognized

Abstract — Résumé

Introduction

When we listen to or play music, we appreciate the good quality of music —
or, we find value in music. However, in different cultural spheres people acknowl-
edge such value in a nearly infinite variety of ways. Since the eighteenth century

as an operative effect created by the language
game. For this purpose, four kinds of musical
game, that is, flthe game of the gesture of ap-
proval«, flthe game of continuing and repeating
a sound«, flthe game of the aesthetic black box«
and flthe game of change« are defined. One can
then recognize any musical act as one these four
games in the light of the mutually circulative
process, resulting in the appearance and disap-
pearance of beauty as an operative effect of such
process. It follows that music and its beauty can
successfully be described by the language game.

Key words: Wittgenstein; Language
game; Musical beauty; Gesture of approval;
Primary game; Circulation model; Aesthetic
formation
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there has been an increasing frequency of discourse in Western Europe surround-
ing the subject of flthe beautyfl of music. However, societies that do not appreciate
the beauty of music still exist, though they may acknowledge some good qualities
in music. Either way, the discourse surrounding beauty in music has its fountain-
head in personal experience, whose reality cannot be observed and known from
the outside world. Therefore, beauty is difficult to substantiate. This, the author
believes, is the very thing that makes a study on the value of music so difficult.

In this article the author will present a framework for understanding music
by creating a link between music in societies where an aesthetic concept is shared
and societies that do not recognize such a concept.1

Difficulty in the Recognition of Beauty

Given that the beauty of music has its fountainhead in personal experi-
ences whose reality cannot be observed and known from the outside world, a
unique framework of discourse must be provided in order to discuss the sub-
ject. However, many of the conventional frameworks for discussion of the beauty
of music have not been adequate, often turning into a petitio principii, or a tautol-
ogy. For example, someone might ask you the question, flWhy do you say the
sound of this chord is beautiful?« You answer, flBecause it is in harmonic inter-
val.« Suppose you are then asked why this particular harmonic interval is beau-
tiful and you answer, flBecause it has a beautiful interval.« A concept that needs
to be defined in this dialogue, namely the concept of flbeauty« is not clearly
distinguished according to the framework of an established definition. Thus the
entire dialogue becomes a petitio principii. To begin with, one particular musical
interval might have been considered as a consonance at a certain time in his-
tory, whereas in another era the exact same interval might have been consid-
ered dissonant. Again, someone asks you, flWhy do you find beauty in this
melody?« You answer, flBecause it soothes me.« Suppose you are then asked
why it makes you feel good, and you answer, flBecause it has a soothing melody.«
Here again, the concept of beauty that should be defined in this dialogue is not
clearly distinguished within the framework of an established definition. Thus
the entire dialogue becomes a petitio principii.2 The problem of the theory sur-
rounding the beauty of music is summarized herein according to the following
four aspects:

1 The idea for this article is described in the author’s book (YAKO 2001, 2005). However, the
content herein has been revised.

2 The fact that even the same pitch can be considered both consonant and dissonant implies that
an aesthetic pitch, namely a consonant pitch, cannot be defined in a definitive manner (YAKO 2001:
Chapter 3).
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A. Impossibility of Substantiating Musical Beauty

You could have an aesthetic experience that you could neither substanti-
ate nor provide evidence to prove it. Even if that were possible, it would
only be so within a vortex engulfed by music.

B. Non-regulatory Nature of the Theory of Musical Beauty

In a discourse intended to explain the beauty of music, the concept of
beauty that should be defined in the first place is not distinguished from
the framework. As a result the discourse often becomes a petitio principii,
or a tautology.

C. Inconsistency and Diversity of Evaluative Discussions for Music

When evaluating music the results of evaluation aren’t always in agree-
ment. In a discourse intended to evaluate music there are criteria other
than simply flbeautiful« or flnot.« In modern Japan, shamisen music is
evaluated in terms of its being flchic (iki)« or flstylish (otsu).«

D. Erasable Nature of Musical Beauty

In the Western countries, beauty in music started to be recognized after
the eighteenth century. However, there are also many societies where
beauty is not recognized as an aesthetic value in music.

Given these factors, let’s talk about what kind of explanatory framework is
required for a general discourse on the subject of the value in music. We will do so
by reviewing some of the methods of dealing with the challenges inherent in car-
rying out a discourse surrounding the concept of music. When attempting to start
from a discussion of theory and/or aesthetics on the premise of a musical piece as
an art form with the predetermined evaluative system, to provide a foundation to
music that is not based on such a premise seems to be impossible. Accordingly, to
proceed further with our discussion, it is necessary for a moment to shift our sub-
ject from focusing on music as an art and to turn instead toward a review of primi-
tive music. By so doing we examine the premise of music based on the simplest
form of musical practice such as the everyday human activity of creating and lis-
tening to a sound, from which the differentiation process involving more complex
forms comes into being. Then, based on that examination, the discussion needs to
move toward explaining the music in societies where beauty is recognized.
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Recognition of Beauty through the Language Game

The method of describing one’s recognition of the world used in this paper is
a philosophical concept of Ludwig Wittgenstein: the so-called fllanguage game.«
Although Wittgenstein provided various interpretations of a fllanguage game,«
this article incorporates the understanding of the language game of Herbert Hart
and Daisaburo Hashizume.3 Furthermore, this paper pays careful attention to the
fact that Wittgenstein himself, when unraveling beauty and art through the lan-
guage game, first attempted to capture it through the flphysical« concept. This
article presents a model of a fundamental language game that can describe music
with consideration for such physical factors and thereby capture the process in
which it conceives a discourse. Therefore, this paper presents a method of describ-
ing music and its beauty as a mutual exercise among four types of games: flthe
game of gesture of approval,« flthe game of continuing and repeating sound,« flthe
game of an aesthetic black box« and flthe game of change.« Concurrently with this
explanatory procedure, this paper develops a theory for avoiding the aforemen-
tioned petitio principii.

Language Game and Description of the World

Firstly, the author will address the prerequisite of discussing music within
the framework of the language game. The thought of Wittgenstein is roughly clas-
sified into two major categories: his earlier flmapping theory« centered on Tractatus
Logico-philosophicus, which was published in 1922; and his latter fllanguage-game
theory« centered on Philosophische Untersuchungen, which was published in
1936-1949 (WITTGENSTEIN 1961, 2002). This paper focuses on his latter thought.
Wittgenstein’s primary discussion in Philosophische Untersuchungen suggests that
what drives and sustains us continually to have our personal feelings or personal
experiences is not our introspection or the will hidden in an action or experience,
but that it is instead customary behavior that forms them. Wittgenstein presents a
view about an action and experience, being the concept of flSprachspiel (language
game)« (WITTGENSTEIN 2002:4). The language game, simply put, implies
flbehavior conducted by incorporating a language or other various aspects relat-
ing to that behavior.«

According to Wittgenstein, the language game should be formed and under-
stood according to the circumstances and aspects where it is used (WITTGENSTEIN
2002: 8-9, 129-130). He considers personal feelings or personal experience, etc., to

3 Hart (HART 1961) describes the law, and Hashizume (HASHIZUME 1986) describes Buddhism,
as behavior in the language game.
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be embedded in the circumstances of the behavior in a language game. For exam-
ple, the full reality of pain cannot be known even if others are groaning with pain.
According to Wittgenstein, it is only the fllanguage game of pain« that is discov-
ered therein, while the pain itself remains unsubstantiated. According to
Wittgenstein, it is not reduced to an individual’s subjectivism. Instead, personal
feelings and experience are shared by people in the behavior of the language game
(WITTGENSTEIN 2002:75-76, 78, and 100). Such behavior is an operative effect of
the game (WITTGENSTEIN 2002:10, 38, 84).

Additionally, according to Wittgenstein, the language game can be changed or
added to without limit. In other words, the actions and experiences of people are mo-
deled as countless language games overlap without a clear outline (WITTGENSTEIN
2002:30-31, 33-34). The language game is what is building people’s living environ-
ment, or Lebenswelt, in this way, and therefore the physical behaviors accompanying
language, such as people’s gestures, movements and expressions, are wrapped up in
the language game (WITTGENSTEIN 2002:7, 10, 75, 141, 148).

Let us suppose that the behavioral movement of people has already become a
certain language game and that a society consists of these countless language games.
Is it possible, then, objectively to describe a language game when it doesn’t seem to
have an intrinsic support in itself? Daisaburo Hashizume states that it is possible
under a set condition (HASHIZUME 1985:66). According to Hashizume, in con-
trast to a broadly defined language game in terms of the basis of Lebenswelt, there is
a narrowly defined flsub-game,« so to speak, in which time and space are limited.
Moreover, that sub-game is played only among particular people. Hashizume also
argues that although it is impossible to objectify the broadly defined language game,
it is possible to describe each sub-game thereof (HASHIZUME 1985:101, 66).4  How-
ever, according to Hashizume, the attempt at such a description becomes another
new language game, as distinguished from the original language game.

Music and the Language Game

It appears that the language game, when used to describe the world in this
way, most clearly demonstrates a descriptive power when describing the world as
a flgame of reporting personal feelings.«5  For example, if flfear« is described as a

4 Hashizume examines the method of describing the world using the language game while
analyzing the language game of law by Hart, who applied it to jurisprudence (HASHIZUME 1985).
Furthermore, Wittgenstein himself explains ethics, art, feeling, color, psychology, etc., as, for example,
language games.

5 The flpersonal-feeling communication game« is a concept by Hashizume. Hashizume avoids the
petitio principii of the discussion involving the spiritual enlightenment of Buddhism by specifying that
discipline as fla game of examining spiritual enlightenment« and describing the spiritual enlightenment as
the operative effect of a language game of communicating personal feelings (HASHIZUME 1986).
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language game of communicating one’s personal feelings, the action of flfearfl can
be understood as a game of playing flfear,« or as a game of cross-examining the
fear. Assuming that is the case, then the same principle should apply to the con-
cept of beauty. In the language game of beauty, the beauty isn’t something to be
recognized substantively. Instead, it’s something to be viewed as a game, wherein
the participants discourse upon and cross-examine the beauty together.

One should attempt to describe music as a language game without first ad-
dressing the issue of whether and to what extent it is appropriate to discuss the
nonverbal action that does not use natural language through the mirror of a fllan-
guage« game, when a language game is seemingly derived from natural language.
Music is materialized through melody, rhythm and other aspects. This issue can
be considered as follows:

The greatest difference between music and natural language is that the dis-
tinction between a format and its meaning cannot be clarified in regard to music,
though it can be in regard to natural language. Music usually contains the format
and meaning in the form of chromosome nondisjunction, so in this respect it dif-
fers from natural language. To begin with, the language game does not possess
recognition that clarifies a specific meaning or direction for a certain language, but
instead captures a language by the behavior or format with which it is carried out.
Therefore, it is passive in regard to separating the format and meaning. Given this
logic, it is likewise possible to clarify the nature of music as a language game by
describing music in the form of the chromosome nondisjunction of format and
meaning. Additionally, music and natural language have many common features.
Music and natural language both share parameters such as pitch, phonetic value,
tone, sound volume and accent. Both use the repetition and continuation of sound
to achieve a certain effect.

The Language Game of the Gesture of Approval

Given that we’ve decided to discuss music as a language game, how shall we
define the type of game it would be?6 To answer that question, let’s look at how
Wittgenstein himself considered art and beauty. As mentioned above, this paper
has posed an issue derived from the view that beauty can neither be substantiated
nor proven. Now, flwhat cannot be described in words« is often discussed in the
flow of Wittgenstein’s thought on aesthetics, starting from his early stage through

6 Ken Okubo discusses musical composition as a language game (OKUBO 2001). Okubo’s discus-
sion shares the method with this paper in that he discusses music using the descriptive power of the
language game in a strategic way. However, the discussion in  this paper differs from that of Okubo
because this paper begins discussing the action of fldoing music« under circumstances where there is
no musical notation or the recognition of value in music.
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to the latter period of his career. Wittgenstein, in his early writings, generally
describes music and paintings as things that cannot be described in words. How-
ever, because these things cannot be described in words, he generally describes
these concepts in terms of negatives. For example, he negatively defines aesthetic
language as flwhat cannot be described in words« in his Tractatus Logico-
philosophicus, which forbids looking at the world from outside. Meanwhile, in
Wittgenstein’s latter thought, beauty is described in Philosophische Untersuchungen
and Lectures and Conversations on Aesthetics, Psychology, Religious Belief as flwhat
cannot be described in words.« He argues, however, that music and paintings,
even if they cannot be described in words, have some kind of grammar and direc-
tion. Concerning beauty, he states that even if it cannot be described in a logical
manner, it should not be regarded in silence. In other words, Wittgenstein’s early
assessment of that which flcannot be described in words« is reversed in the latter
period and discussed in terms that are affirmative, not negative.  Through his
attempt to discover a resolution therein, he exhibits the recognition of beauty and
art.

Wittgenstein presupposes that, when evaluating music and paintings, the more
one understands the rules the more refined the aesthetic judgment becomes. How-
ever, if beauty is that which flcannot be described in words,« it is not simple to
follow a rule. In this manner, concerning what cannot be described in words, the
adherence to rules becomes a subjective matter. In other words, how can we fol-
low rules when beauty is recognized as being what cannot be described in words?
Though Wittgenstein defines beauty as what cannot be described in words, he
maintains his conviction that there must be a cue that shares the same recognition.
From this conviction Wittgenstein arrives at an understanding of a physical lan-
guage game by which the assessment of the aesthetic is carried out in the form of
approval, or a flgesture of approval« (WITTGENSTEIN 1966:2, 11).7 Wittgenstein
adds this flgesture of approval« to the fundamental game of art, or the aesthetic.
His main points are as follows:

(a) A figure of speech and characterization process, such as expressed by flIt’s
beautiful« or flIt’s fine,« can be substituted by a facial expression or a ges-
ture as an exclamation.

(b) Here the facial expressions or gestures, etc., are expressions of approval.

(c) An effusion as a result of approval and other effusions resulting from
rejection or surprise are a game (rule) formed thereby.

(d) An aesthetic judgment becomes more refined once the rules are learned.

7 Wittgenstein leaves the discussion of the flgesture of approval« only at a fragmental level, in
Lectures and Conversations on Aesthetics, Psychology, Religious Belief.
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According to Wittgenstein, approval is brought to an action not on the basis
of verification (proving it is a factual truth) but on the basis of persuasion (justifi-
cation). An ordinary language is inappropriate for this game of persuasion. Only a
gesture can make it possible. When rendering an art with words like flIt is right« or
flIt is in accordance with the rule,« a gesture of approval is brought into effect. In
other words, the language game concerning beauty is not purely linguistic.

Gesture of Approval and Music

A gesture of approval in music includes, for example, a so-called flgesticulative
communicationfl between the player and the audience. On one hand, the player
generates messages other than sound, for example through body movement, fa-
cial expression, etc. On the other hand, the audience might listen to the perform-
ance and applaud, clap their hands in time or keep the rhythm by tapping their
feet. One might even throw out a coughing gesture hoping to send a certain kind
of message to the player through such gestures of approval. The gesture of ap-
proval is thus fed back to the one who is playing the music and is promoting a
common view between the player and the audience. The gesture of approval is not
simply a body movement in reaction to art or beauty. It’s a whole set of actions
toward the art, including the body movement. Moreover, because a common view
is positively developed therefrom, it is also a generative factor of the value in
music.8

Now, the gesture of approval is frequently observed in the music of a society
where beauty in music is not recognized as an aesthetic value. For example, John
Blacking states that the discourse in the drum-music performance in the Venda
society of South Africa is always associated with good or bad, while the acknowl-
edgment of beauty does not exist. He pays special attention to the fact that affirma-
tive gestures and expressions, where the tempo of the drum flows as if it were
integrated within the movement of all the bodies in a group, has a prominent role
(BLACKING 1978:157). Additionally, although it is rare to use an aesthetic con-
cept for the shamisen music of modern Japan, it is necessary not only for the player
but also for the audience correctly to recognize the finger usage and the body move-
ments made  by the shamisen players accompanying the selection of which string
to play. Even though the performer plays at the correct pitch, the performance is
reproached if the configuration of a finger(s) is not as set with the common rule.
Here, the finger usage and the body movement of  a shamisen player must be
positively recognized through a common set of rules by the player and the audi-

8 According to Danto, an aesthetic game is continuous from the Lebenswelt (DANTO 1981), and
according to Dickie it is maintained as a kind of social system (DICKIE 1974). These attributes are in
agreement with the fundamental nature of the gesture of approval.
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ence at the place where the music is generated. These examples can be considered
gestures of approval, because the gesture movement serves the function of creat-
ing a value in music.9

   In this paper, the fundamental language game of music shall first be defined
as flgesture of approval.« By defining the gesture of approval as the fundamental
game, the range of recognition of the value in music can be expanded to the
Lebenswelt. What must be considered at this point is that Wittgenstein also recog-
nizes the action of flperformancefl to be a gesture of approval, in addition to ac-
tions such as handclapping and making vocal utterances (WITTGENSTEIN 1966:20-
21). When discussing a good or bad musical composition or performance, persua-
sion can be effective if it is carried out with gesture movements while performing
music and creating sound, in addition to persuasion by words. Given this factor,
the action of creating or performing a sound should also be recognized as a ges-
ture of approval.10

Circulation Model of the Gesture of Approval

The general attribute of the music language game has been described from
the standpoint of the gesture of approval. However, certain questions have not yet
been clarified in our discussion, such as which level of music the language game of
music intends to recognize in order to function properly as a language game;
whether it regards a discourse about music, a melody and rhythm, an entire piece
of music or an entire field of music from a certain time and cultural sphere. To
clarify this point, in this section of the paper the game of music, basically of creat-
ing a sound, is defined as a primary game, whereas the game of making reference
to the primary game, namely, the game of providing praise or criticism to the music
of the primary game—is defined as a secondary game.11  Of course, a game having
a means to provide praises without depending only on verbal reference but also
on gestures such as applause, is included in the secondary game.

Now, although the game of the gesture of approval is a secondary game that
makes reference to the music of the primary game in the affirmative manner, it
might also be a primary game that generates a sound. As Wittgenstein suggested,
it is also a gesture of approval to perform or compose music. Therefore, the game
of the gesture of approval is a game that can serve as both a primary game and a

9 In recent studies of ethnomusicology, a lot of musicologists have agreed that the gestures of
approval are the primitive conditions of music.

10 Additionally, there is a passage in Lectures and Conversations on Aesthetics, Psychology, Religious
Belief in which the action of drawing a picture is explained as a gesture of approval (WITTGENSTEIN
1966:38, 202).

11 In describing the law in terms of a language game, Hart introduced the concept of the second-
ary game that describes the primary game (HASHIZUME 1985:89-95).
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secondary game, depending on the circumstances, and can be considered a game
that can switch from one to the other or even connect the two. Figure 1 shows a
kinetic flow of this gesture of approval in a game cycle. We call it the flcirculation
model of the gesture of approval.«

    ↓- ← ← - ← - ← - ← - — ←|
    ↓      (Beauty)                     ↑

                   Primary Game → → Secondary Game
                         Gesture of Approval

Figure 1: Circulation Model of the Gesture of Approval

In Figure 1, when the feedback (circulation) from a secondary game to the
primary game is carried out steadily, there will emerge an environment in which
music is better performed and more profoundly heard. Therefore, whether the
gesture of approval serves as a primary game or a secondary game, it is a game
intended to establish the existence of the sound in a concrete manner.

The Game of Continuing and Repeating a Sound

What shall we do then, in order to establish the existence of the generated
sound? First, if the generated sound is continued or repeated, the existence of sound
will be emphasized and thus become more concrete. The game of the gesture of
approval can thus be referred to as promoting the performance so that it can be
repeated and listened to. Origin of Music, an anthology that includes a modern
study of the theories of the origins of music, states that the repetition of a sound is
observed in nearly all primitive music (WALLIN et al. 2000). Additionally, as
pointed out by many musicologists including Blacking, the repetition of a sound
accompanied with gesture movements of a large number of people is commonly
observed in nearly all primitive music.12  It qualifies the identity of a sound and
effectively empowers the solidarity and integration of people involved in the mu-
sic. Here, the fundamental primary game that precedes the musical piece is de-
fined as the flgame of continuing and repeating a sound.« The game of continuing
a sound corresponds with the desire for a continuation of musical experience; of
wanting to keep listening to the sound more. The game of repeating a sound corre-
sponds with the desire for a reproduction of musical experience; of wanting to

12 Blacking stated that a principle of repetition like a binary form, such as call and response, theme
and variation, is fundamental to music (BLACKING 1973).
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hear the sound once again. A better sound effect is formed by the continuation of a
sound. A so-called fltempo« is generated through the repetition of a sound. Even
with an unrepeated section in between, the identity of a sound is maintained
through such repetition. Therefore, the game of continuing and repeating a sound
substantively forms music.

Incidentally, the game of repeating a sound is not only a principle of the for-
mation of a musical piece but is also a principle of performing and listening to the
music. Let’s consider a case wherein a sound is repeated once a certain period of
time has passed since the last time the sound was generated (the next day, next
month, next year, etc.). Even after a measurable period of time has passed, you
might recognize the sound and say, flOh, yes. This is the sound . . . ,« and feel a
desire to repeat the sound as, flI want to listen to that melody (musical piece) again.«
This can be considered a principle of formation of the actions of performance and
listening. Therefore, the game of repeating a sound is considered herein as one that
encompasses the repetition in terms of repeatedly performing a melody or music in
addition to the repetition of the sound within a melody (musical piece) (Figure 2).

            ↓- ← ← - ← - ← - ← - — ←|
            ↓                                          ↑

Game of Continuation and Repetition of a Sound → → Game of Praise
       ||     || ||         ||

        (Primary game)                          (Secondary game)
           Gesture of Approval

Figure 2: The Game of Continuing and Repeating Sound

The repetition of a sound has the function of empowering the integration of
people involved in the music. However, if a sound is repeated with a large number
of people, one might encounter the problem of inconsistency in repetition. As a
result, harmonious parts and inharmonious parts are developed within the con-
text of repetition.13  If such repetition accompanied by an inharmonious part were
to continue, the differences therein would accumulate. In this way the gesture of
approval as a game of repeating a sound is also the fountainhead of a difference
seen in music. When the circulation of the gesture of approval advances through
the differentiation processes accompanying the repetition, a more complex and
varied music is formed.

13 There is an inharmonious aspect that is not shared in the gesture of approval. Tilghman
(TILGHMAN 1984, 1991) and Cumming (CUMMING 2000) argue that the aesthetic language game
allows differences and inharmonious parts in describing Wittgenstein’s aesthetics.

↔↔
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The Language Game of Discourse in Music

When music becomes more complex, not only does the significance of the
primary game increase but the significance of the secondary game, namely, the
discourse of providing praises or criticisms to the music — increases as well.
Wittgenstein also recognized evaluation through discourse as a gesture of approval.

Such words as ‘pompous’ and ‘stately’ could be expressed by faces. Doing this, our
descriptions would be much more flexible and various than they are as expressed by
adjectives. (WITTGENSTEIN 1966:4)

The discourse of evaluating music greatly changes within cultural spheres or
times. However, either way, when the significance of the discourse increases it has
a great impact on the music formed in the next circulation of the primary game.
For example, in the nineteenth century, after the genre called flmusic criticism«
was established in response to public concerts in Western Europe, compositions
and performances began to be evaluated through discourse, including critiques
during intermission and in the newspapers. Rankings were often assigned in ac-
cordance with the levels of flgood« to flbad.« Under such circumstances, after an
evaluative discourse was released, a new music was created as a result of or for the
purpose of such discourse.

With the preparation provided so far, let’s capture the unsubstantiated aes-
thetic discourse using the circulation model of the gesture of approval. For in-
stance, let’s consider the case of music that might be performed in association with
physical labor or a ritual. Firstly, under such circumstances, music that enhances
the efficiency of labor or is suited to the proceedings of a ritual — namely, music
compatible with a particular context, is considered good music and thus approved.
As in this example, the flgood« quality or value of music, when obvious in the
context, needn’t be evaluated through a discourse by isolating the music from the
context. A secondary game is not necessarily required. Now, while a harambee song
or a ritual song is repeated many times, the initial context may shift to a different
context in time. These flcontextual conversions« in music have in recent years served
as a major theme in the study of ethnomusicology.14  Moreover, in the process, the
flcontextual conversion« produces music that is still good even though it has de-
parted from the original context, or music that is approved even though it is out of
context. Accordingly, there are two types of good music:

Good Music 1:   Good music in compliance with the context;
Good Music 2:   Good music even though it is out of context.

14 Many have reported that even traditional songs will be forgotten if not sung occasionally in
different contexts. Additionally, when music is written into a score, it typically encourages a contextual
conversion process.
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When the initial flgood« quality (or value) of music ceases to be obvious by
diverting from the context, it again becomes necessary to engage in the secondary
game of evaluating music through discourse.

However, concerning the music that is good even if out of the context, namely,
good music 2, no additional conclusion can be drawn from the prerequisite condi-
tions up to this point. Let’s clarify the attribute of good music 2. Firstly, when we say
music in compliance with the context is good music from outside the framework of
a primary game, our reference that flit is good music« is justified if the music dem-
onstrates the effect of enhancing the reliability and premise toward the context. On
the other hand, how about when we refer to music that has diverged from the con-
text as good music from the outside of the framework of a primary game? The music
will become more flruleless« for the portion in which it has diverged from the con-
text. However, even if it is ruleless, the music as a primary game must satisfy the
prerequisite conditions for the secondary game to be carried out intact.

The discourse involving beauty in music can again be illustrated in a circula-
tion model. It can be concluded that the discourse of beauty in music became nec-
essary in order to distinguish good music 2 from good music 1 in a secondary
game; that is to say, it became necessary in order to distinguish still better music
even after departing from the context of music compliant with the context. In other
words, it became necessary to refer to good music as flaesthetic music« even after
diverging from the context. Furthermore, when this secondary game is fed back to
the primary game, and as the game circulates and accumulates the verbal refer-
ences, music will be formed as if for the purpose or the cause of beauty. The dis-
course involving beauty of music can therefore be understood as an operative ef-
fect of the game circulation of the gesture of approval, according to this paper
(Figure 3).

                      ↓- — ← - ← - ← - ← - — ←
                      ↓    Aesthetic Formation   ↑
                   Primary Game → → Secondary Game
                         Gesture of Approval

Figure 3: Aesthetic Formation as Operative Effect of the Game Cycle

Additionally, this model clearly distinguishes the aesthetic discourse that
should be explained, as well as the circulation of the language game that is the
framework of the explanation. In other words, the discourse involving beauty in
music is not assumed as a basis that forms the circulation but is explained as an
operative effect of the circulation. Therefore, the explanatory method of this paper
can avoid the petitio principii that could heretofore arise in the conventional discus-
sion involving an aesthetic aspect.
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The Game of the Aesthetic Black Box

Our discussion in this paper has thus far illustrated the whereabouts of the
aesthetic discourse in the circulation model of the gesture of approval. Regarding
the discourse on aesthetics, the place for behavior has been provided in this model.
However, the fact that we have captured the aesthetic discourse in circulation of a
game does not provide detailed knowledge about beauty. Neither is it the basis to
support the concept of beauty. Many researchers in ethnic music have reported
cases concerning societies in which aesthetic value is not recognized even though
such societies might have a form of music discourse. This tells us that not every-
thing produced from the circulation is necessarily an aesthetic value. For example,
in modern Japan concepts such as «chic« and flstylish« are used as substitutes for
aesthetic quality (KUKI 1993). Besides, in nineteenth-century Western Europe,
beauty was acknowledged not merely as beauty but by categories of aesthetic value,
such as being noble, graceful, comical, tragic or disgraceful (DESSOIR 1906). Ad-
ditionally, according to the theory of aesthetic quality in the twentieth century, the
boundary of what is and what is not an aesthetic concept was not generalized.
Therefore, even a concept such as being blue or cold could also be substituted for
an aesthetic concept, depending on how it was used (SIBLEY 1959). Now, it was
stated previously that Wittgenstein has recognized beauty and psychological/
emotional status as immeasurable. A common ground might be found once the
game of the gesture of approval had been carried out. However, there was an im-
measurable factor contained therein. This immeasurable factor also included the
opportunity to diversify. With this concept it becomes clear that, in the model of
this paper, beauty should be recognized as a variable X, so to speak (Figure 4).

                        ↓- ← ← - ← - ← - ← - — ←
                        ↓           Beauty = X            ↑
                   Primary Game → → Secondary Game
                         Gesture of Approval

Figure 4: The Game of the Aesthetic Black Box

What shall we do in order to recognize the discourse of the beauty of music,
which is recognized as a variable X in the previous circulation model? I believe
that the answer to this question is found in setting up a scheme that ensures beauty
only as a framework, provided that, in order to allow this beauty as a variable X,
this paper presents another fundamental game of music, namely a flgame of aes-
thetic black box.« It is not feasible to confirm whether the music game actually
brings about beauty. However, through a recognition process using an aesthetic
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black box it becomes possible, using the circulation model, to capture it not di-
rectly as beauty itself, but as a concept, which can be a substitute for beauty de-
pending on how it is used.15  Of course, an aesthetic black box does not necessarily
provide the grounds for an aesthetic experience. However, such an assumption
can provide space for the behaviors in the games of music, even when an aesthetic
experience might not have occurred.

Game of Performance and Composition

We have so far discussed the music language game as a key factor in under-
standing for the most part the practice of primitive music. Music, in the fully devel-
oped stage, undergoes processes such as being composed, performed, listened to
and then evaluated. Here each of the processes, such as composition, performance or
reception by the audience, has become independent as a distinct game, and each
game serves both as the premise and the purpose for the others. Each of the processes
can be referred to as a division-of-work process in music. Accordingly, in this final
section the flgame of composition, performance and reception« is recognized as a
differentiated process of the flcirculation model of the gesture of approval.«16 Firstly,
the game of performance is the most fundamental game of music because it can be
observed in any kind of music, from that at the primitive stage to music at the fully
developed stage. At a stage where music has developed to some extent, an additional
phase of flmusical composition« is included preceding the circulation of the game in
order to perform in a similar and repeated manner. (See Figure 5.)17

                                          ↓- — ← - ← - ← - ← - — ←
                                          ↓          Beauty = X             ↑
       Composition → Performance → Reception by Audience

        ||  ||     ||               ||      ||         ||
                    (Primary Game)                     (Secondary Game)
                                      Gesture of Approval

Figure 5: The Game of Performance

15 The author has illustrated a method of describing the various concepts of theories of aesthetic
category in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Germany, or the various concepts of feelings used in
twentieth-century psychology, as various types of gestures of approval after discussing beauty as a
black box (YAKO 2005: Chapter 6).

16 There are other processes in addition to the game of composition, performance and reception
by the audience, such as evaluation, analysis and criticism. However, for the purpose of this paper
these factors are included in the game of reception by the audience.

17 To perform the same piece, one only needs to write down the length and pitch of the sound
and/or melody type on a score sheet and then play, following the score. In the stage before a written
score is developed, one must consider using oral transmission of the information.

x

- - - - - - -∨
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With the addition of the flmusical composition« phase, the game of perform-
ance will serve as a game of further repeating and approving musical composi-
tion, thereby stabilizing the game circulation. Meanwhile, in the game of perform-
ance, musical composition is further performed and approved. However, that does
not necessarily mean that the musical composition itself is approved down to the
smallest detail. Differentiation, to a degree that does not interfere with the game
itself, is woven into the game of performance during execution of the game of the
gesture of approval. The differentiation of the game of performance is one aspect
of the unshared inconsistency that is contained in the cycle of the gesture of ap-
proval and derives multiple performance possibilities from a composition. Music
is composed, performed, listened to and evaluated at the fully developed stage,
whereupon it is re-composed corresponding to the evaluation (Figure 6).

                        ↓- ← ← - ← - ← - ← - ← - ← - — ←|
                        ↓                      Beauty = X                ↑
            Composition → → Performance → → Reception
               ||           ||    ||                     ||   ||   ||
            (Primary Game)                                    (Secondary Game)
                                         Gesture of Approval

Figure 6: The Game of Composition

The game circulation illustrated in Figure 6 captures the flow of music in which
the music is constantly changed and renewed. To keep the unsubstantiated beauty
of music being connected in the game space, music is renewed by having changes
made to the game. Here the game, which is updated in order to keep the unsub-
stantiated beauty, is called the flgame of change« (Figure 7).

                                    Game of Change
                   ↓- ← ← - ← - ← - ← - ← - ← - — ←|
                   ↓                     Beauty = X                 ↑
            Composition      → → → → →     Reception by Audience
                ||      ||              ||     ||      ||
            (Primary Game)                             (Secondary Game)
                                       Gesture of Approval

Figure 7: The Game of Change

In the contemporary Western environment, where floriginality« has great sig-
nificance, the more changes are added the more value is acknowledged in music.

↔ ↔
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Of course, even in a compositional environment where originality is not so impor-
tant, or in the conventional music traditions, the game of change is observed as an
expression of desire for a new expression.18

In this way, while clarifying the preconditions that form value in music by
basing music on a game circulation according to the game of the gesture of ap-
proval, one can obtain a perspective that might subsume the various discourses of
the beauty seen in the various stages of music.

Conclusion

In this paper the flgame of continuing and repeating a sound,« the flgame of
the aesthetic black box« and the flgame of change« were added to flthe game of the
gesture of approval.« Accordingly, the method of describing music and its beauty
was presented as a mutual activity of these four types of games. It may be con-
cluded that by understanding music as a language game in this way it becomes
possible to avoid the petitio principii, which tended to happen during an aesthetic
discourse, thereby allowing the continuous and comprehensive recognition of music
both in societies where the aesthetic concept is shared and in those in which it is
not.

Additionally, in this paper, although music has been discussed as one of the
language games, the model with the language game of this paper can also be ap-
plied to art forms other than music. The discussion in this paper could be con-
verted into a discussion of theatrical art, such as dance or dramatic performance.
These arts place a great value on physical expression. Moreover, they’re provided
with discourses for evaluation, as well as opportunities for the recognition of beauty.
Particularly in the case of dance performance, repetitive movement and mimicry
movement have great significance. Thus, it is clear that the game of the gesture of
approval would carry a prominent role in theatrical art.  In any case, reviewing the
discussion in relation to various artistic genres by applying the model of the lan-
guage game in this paper, it is concluded that the discussion could be expanded
into a new discussion in different areas.

18 As pointed out by Seeger and Blacking, the phenomenon of continual change is also observed
in the music tradition of societies that do not have a clear aesthetic concept (SEEGER 1987: 86; BLACK-
ING 1973).
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Saæetak

PREPOZNAVANJE GLAZBE I LJEPOTE JEZI»NOM IGROM

Ono πto je najteæe u svakoj raspravi o glazbi jest to da se ne moæe objektivno utvrditi je
li odreena glazba predmet ljepote. S druge strane, znamo da u svijetu postoje kulturna
podruËja koja ne poznaju pojam ljepote povezan s glazbom. U ovome Ëlanku autor, uvodeÊi
Wittgensteinovu ideju fljeziËne igre«, predlaæe teorijski model za prepoznavanje razliËitih
vrsta glazbe, od onih u kulturnim podruËjima u kojima se smatra da ljepota u glazbi postoji
do onih gdje se smatra da ne postoji. Prema Wittgensteinu, ono πto podupire osobni osjeÊaj
i iskustvo nije unutarnjost iskustva nego ponaπanje koje ih tvori. Wittgenstein je to ponaπanje
nazvao fljeziËnom igrom«. Stoga, glazbenu ljepotu Ëije iskustvo nije moguÊe posvjedoËiti
valja opisati kao oblik jeziËne igre. U tu se svrhu utvruju Ëetiri vrste glazbenih igara, tj.
fligra potvrujuÊe geste«, fligra nastavljanja i ponavljanja zvuka«, fligra estetiËke crne kutije«
i fligra promjene«. Tako se moæe prepoznati svaki glazbeni Ëin od primitivnog do vrlo
razvijenog stupnja kao jedna od tih Ëetiriju igara u svjetlu meusobno cirkulirajuÊeg procesa.
U tom se procesu glazbena ljepota, koju inaËe nije moguÊe posvjedoËiti, moæe uspjeπno
locirati i vizualizirati. Svatko tko se bavi glazbom igra jednu od jeziËnih igara, πto ima za
posljedicu pojavu ili nestanak ljepote. U sluËaju opisivanja glazbene ljepote uporabom ovoga
procesa moæe se izbjeÊi ona tautologija u definiranju ljepote kakva se javlja u zapadnim
tekstovima o estetici glazbe. Tako je rijeπen problem shvaÊanja glazbe kao ljepote i otvaraju
se vrata za prepoznavanje glazbene ljepote kao djelatnog uËinka stvorenog ovim jeziËnim
igrama.
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